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Forward-Looking Statements
Some statements in this presentation that are not descriptions of fact may be forward-looking statements, for which we
claim the protection of the safe harbor for forward-looking statements contained in the Private Securities Litigation Reform
Act of 1995. Such statements include, but are not limited to, any statements relating to our growth strategy, products and
product development programs. Forward-looking statements are based on management’s current expectations and are
subject to risks and uncertainties that could negatively affect our business, operating results, and financial condition. Factors
that could cause actual results to differ materially from those currently anticipated include: risks relating to our growth
strategy; government regulation; our ability to obtain, perform under and maintain financing and strategic agreements and
relationships; risks relating to the results of research and development activities; uncertainties relating to preclinical and
clinical testing; risks relating to the timing of starting and completing clinical trials; our dependence on third-party suppliers;
our ability to attract, integrate, and retain key personnel; the early stage of products under development; our need for
substantial additional funds; patent and intellectual property matters; competition; as well as other risks described in the
Securities and Exchange Commission filings of our parent, Fortress Biotech, Inc. We expressly disclaim any obligation or
undertaking to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any
change in our expectations or any changes in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based,
except as may be required by law. The information contained herein is intended to be reviewed in its totality, and any
stipulations, conditions or provisos that apply to a given piece of information in one part of this presentation should be read
as applying mutatis mutandis to every other instance of such information appearing herein.
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ONCOlogues: Taking Gene-Silencing to DNA Level
•

Ground Breaking
Platform
•

Advantages Over
Antisense &
Small Molecules

•
•
•

Initially Targeting
KRAS G12D &
Coronaviruses

Vast Potential
Application
in Other Diseases
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•
•

•

Delivery platform allows PNAs (peptide nucleic acids) to enter cell membrane & nucleus, displace the
targeted mutant DNA strand, and preventing mutant mRNA transcription
– Prior to ONCOlogues, attempts to deliver PNAs as a therapeutic were toxic with limited results
Extensive and broad IP portfolio

Antisense binds to mRNA, focusing on blocking translation of mutant proteins, but the amount of mRNA
produced by each cell makes this approach challenging
Small molecules bind to a mutant protein, even further downstream, and have concerns around
durability
Many devastating cancers result from KRAS G12D mutations (several of which lack any targeted
therapies), including: ~35% of pancreatic, ~12% of colorectal, and ~5% of endometrial and NSCLC
– Secondary mutations on oncogenes which drive small molecule resistance do not affect binding of
the ONCOlogues to their complementary binding site
Coronaviruses have single stranded RNA genomes, potentially making ONCOlogues a great therapeutic
option to prevent replication
Originally focused in oncology but vast potential in genetic disorders which can be targeted by gene
silencing approaches
Being higher upstream than antisense approaches, ONCOlogues should take on gene silencing more
efficiently
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Differentiating Technology – Delivery of PNAs into Cells
Previous Obstacles Addressed by ONCOlogues:
• Historically, delivery peptides have been used but are frequently the same size
or larger than the PNA oligomer target sequences
– Leads to obstacles with complementary binding
– Downstream CMC complications

• PNAs alone are not amenable to phospholipid bilayer insertion
– Inability to cross membranes without delivery aids which cause toxicity

• Lack of stability for PNA at chromosomal target
– Statistical challenge for the PNA sequence finding its chromosomal target
– Inability to remain within the chromosomal binding area
– Obstacles surrounding strand-invading helix initiation
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ONCOlogues – Delivery Modifications
Phospholipid Bilayer Insertion:
•

Created configuration more amenable to phospholipid bilayer insertion
– Alterations to termini in order to provide a configuration that is better stabilized
– By stabilizing these conjugates within the cellular membranes, their equilibrium within the cell and nucleus is more quickly achieved
as the membrane becomes less of a barrier

Stabilization of PNA at chromosomal targets
•

Stability at the binding site aids the statistical challenge of finding the PNA’s target
– Stabilizing the termini towards the DNA backbone (chromosome anionic ribose phosphates) offers an effective route to maintaining
contact, reducing obstacles towards proper binding
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Clinical Development Pipeline
ONCOlogues

Pre-Clinical

Phase 1

Phase 2

KRAS G12D

Covid-19/Coronaviruses

Various Genetic Disorders
Targeted by Gene Silencing

Viruses With Unmet Need
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Potential Indications
LEAD INDICATION
G12D
G12C

Other
G-mutated
Cancers

KRAS

G12V

Hepatitis B

Dengue Fever
Respiratory Syncytial Virus

Ewing’s Sarcoma
BRAF
EGFR

Familial Amyloid Neuropathies

Other
Viral
Diseases

Genetic
Disorders

Hemophilia A
Homozygous Familial
Hypercholesterolemia

COVID-19
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ONCOlogues vs. Current Approaches in KRAS
ONCOlogues work “higher upstream” than antisense RNA and KRAS inhibitor approaches

ONCOlogues
DNA

Antisense RNA & KRAS Inhibitors
DNA

mRNA

Transcription

Proteins

Translation

“Off”Proteins

KRAS
Inhibitors

Antisense Drug
(Oligonucleotide)

•
•
•

•

ONCOlogues are DNA analogues which invade a DNA double
helix and displace native mutated strands
When bound, the ONCOlogues prevent initiation of
transcription, preventing mRNA from being transcribed
Without mRNA, mutated proteins will no longer be produced
which prevents cell proliferation and promotes cancer cell
death
Potentially resistant to secondary mutations occurring on
KRAS gene
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•

•
•

Antisense RNA works by targeting mRNA which was
transcribed by mutated DNA, binding to it and preventing
protein translation
KRAS Inhibitors work by binding to KRAS proteins turning
them “off” which suppresses cell proliferation
Secondary mutations affect the structure of mRNA or
proteins, which is a driver behind these drugs’ limited
duration of response
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ONCOlogues Viral Approach
• Viruses invade healthy cells and
hijack cellular machinery to
replicate and manufacture
essential proteins
• ONCOlogues have the potential
ability to bind to several targets,
each playing roles in viral
transcription and replication
• Potential ability to target positivestrand, negative-strand and
subgenomic RNA
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Proof of Concept in BRAFV600E
First generation ONCOlogues demonstrate potent and sequence specific targeted inhibition of BRAFV600E
mRNA expression, substantiating the ONCOlogue mechanism of action
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Proof of Concept in BRAFV600E cont.
ONCOlogues demonstrate selectivity with potent inhibition of BRAFV600E while not affecting BRAF-WT
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Proof of Concept in BRAFV600E – In Vivo
Next generation ONCOlogues targeting BRAFV600E show significant tumor inhibition in vivo and continue to
demonstrate their specificity, lacking any noticeable off target effects
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Proof of Concept in KRAS G12D
Complete inhibition of KRAS G12D mRNA transcription
Shows excellent specificity, even between various mutation types and WT, even heterogenous lines
Human Pancreatic Cell Lines
BxPC3
Panc1
MiaPaca2
AsPC1

KRAS WT
KRAS WT/G12D
KRAS G12C
KRAS G12D

Panc1 is not dependent upon
KRAS G12D as WT is up-regulated

Singh, A., et al,. Cancer Cell 2009, 15, 489-500.
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KRAS G12Cmut Previews the Size of KRAS Market Opportunity
Annual KRAS G12C Patient Population

Significant Market Opportunity

US/EU1

Potential US/EU Market for KRAS G12C2
$0.4B

45,000

Pancreatic

40,000

US and EU Patients

35,000
30,000
25,000

~$7B+
Potential
Market

$2.5B
Colorectal

20,000
15,000

$4.1B
NSCLC

10,000
5,000
0

NSCLC

Colorectal

KRAS G12C

Pancreatic
NSCLC

Colorectal

Pancreatic

1. Estimates based on American Cancer Society incidence estimates and frequency of mutation reported in TCGA PanCancer Atlas Studies
2. Estimated pricing based on MEK/BRAF combination therapy
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KRAS G12D Presents a Larger Opportunity
Annual KRAS G12D Patient Population

KRAS G12D Mutational Frequencies1

US/EU
200,000

Pancreatic
~65K incidence

35%

183K

180,000
160,000

> $10B Market Opportunity

140,000

Colorectal

12%

~80K incidence

120,000
100,000
80,000

Endometrial

5%

~10K incidence

70K

60,000
40,000

23K

20,000

12K

10K

RET

TRK

0

NSCLC

5%

KRAS G12D

KRAS G12C

Pancreatic

NSCLC

ALK
Colorectal

Endometrial

2

~30K incidence

1. Estimates based on American Cancer Society incidence estimates and frequency of mutation reported in TCGA PanCancer Atlas Studies
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IP Portfolio
Oncogenuity exclusively owns the ONCOlogue platform which provides the opportunity to
take gene-silencing to the DNA level
Platform developed at
Columbia University &
Memorial Sloan Kettering

9 patents and
patent applications
which expire no earlier
than December 2034,
not including extensions

ONCOlogue
© COPYRIGHT 2020 ONCOGENUITY

3 granted and
broad patents in
the US, EU and Japan

Platform
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Summary
ONCOlogues are novel oligonucleotides for the treatment of genetic mutations
•

Platform produces ONCOlogues that are capable of binding gene sequences 1000x more effectively than complementary native DNA

•

Pre-clinical proof-of-concept data in KRAS G12D cancers

•

Discovery work in COVID-19 & various oncogene targets

Advantages versus current approaches
•

Works upstream of antisense and small molecule approaches, attacking mutations at the root of the problem

•

Potential durability advantages against secondary mutations compared to small molecules

Near-term catalysts over the next 12 months include:
•

Release of KRAS G12D in vivo data

•

COVID-19 in vitro data

•

Finalization of clinical formulation

•

Additional disease targets

•

IND enabling studies
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THANK YOU!

